
Free Variables Units Description

ARw [−] Wing aspect ratio
CDw [−] Drag coefficient, wing
CDiw [−] Wing induced drag coefficient
CDpw

[−] Wing parasitic drag coefficient
CLw [−] Lift coefficient, wing
CLα−w [−] Lift curve slope, wing
Dw [N] Wing drag
Lw [N] Wing lift
Lht [N] Horizontal tail downforce
Lwmax [m] Max lift generated by wing
Ltotal [N] Total lift generated by aircraft
M [−] Cruise Mach number
Rew [−] Cruise Reynolds number (wing)
Sw [m2] Wing area
V∞ [m

s ] Freestream velocity
Vfuel,max [m3] Available fuel volume
W [lbf] Aircraft weight
WS [ N

m2 ] Wing loading
Wfueltotal [lbf] Total fuel weight
Wfuel [lbf] Fuel weight on aircraft at any point in flight
Wstructw [lbf] Wing box weight
Wtotal [lbf] Aircraft max weight
Wwing [lbf] Wing weight
∆Lo N Center wing lift loss
∆Lt N Wing tip lift loss
∆xacw N Wing aerodynamic center shift
αw [−] Wing angle of attack
c̄w [m] Mean aerodynamic chord (wing)
ηo [−] Center wing span coefficient
λw [−] Wing taper ratio
µ [N·s

m2 ] Dynamic viscosity

ρ∞ [ kg
m3 ] Freestream density

τw [−] Wing thickness/chord ratio
bw [m] Wing span
crootw [m] Wing root chord
ctipw [m] Wing tip chord
e [−] Oswald efficiency factor
f(λw) [−] Empirical efficiency function of taper
pw [−] Substituted variable = 1 + 2*taper
po

N
m Center section theoretical wing loading
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qw [−] Substituted variable = 1 + taper
yc̄w [m] Spanwise location of mean aerodynamic chord

WingBox
Icap [−] Non-dim spar cap area moment of inertia
Lhtmax [N] Maximum horizontal tail downforce
Mr [N] Root moment per root chord
Wcap [lbf] Weight of spar caps
Wfuelwing [lbf] Maximum fuel weight carried in wing
Wweb [lbf] Weight of shear web
ν [−] Dummy variable = (t2 + t+ 1)/(t+ 1)2

tcap [−] Non-dim. spar cap thickness
tweb [−] Non-dim. shear web thickness
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